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 I’ve only been  
a bug since  

8am … 
 

 … and I’m  
already very 

annoying! 
 

“As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams, he found himself transformed 

in his bed into a monstrous vermin.” So starts Franz Kafka’s novella of transformation, titled 

Metamorphosis, in which the author explores issues of otherness and guilt by exploiting a 

character’s horrific (if unexplained) change into an insect. The most psychologically compelling 

stories are stories of change, in which characters learn and evolve as they fulfill their dreams or 

become what they most despise. Character-driven stories must do more than maneuver their 

protagonists as game pieces on a board, but move them along narrative arcs that transform their 

inner qualities in ways that generate interest and tension.  



Change happens in stories – good stories at least – for a reason. It is typically an external 

expression of an internal conflict. Consider Bruce Banner’s transformation into the Hulk: 

Banner is repressed, physically puny, and cerebral: the Hulk, an expression of his inner tumult, is 

incandescent with rage, physically massive, a primal savage rather than an effect intellectual. 

Peter Parker is a science nerd, but his physical transformation allows him to become a wise-

cracking joker. Superman hides in plain sight by adopting the disguise of a slouched, bumbling 

reporter. Just as metaphors can unite antagonistic concepts, transformations in stories revel in 

opposition and reversal. Machines can use metaphor to achieve compelling transformations. 



 I used to be a 
“people person”… 

 

 … now I am just  
an animal lover! 

 

Authors from Ovid to Kafka demonstrate the value of transformation – physical, spiritual 

and metaphorical – as a tool of character development, just as storytellers from Homer to 

Kubrick demonstrate the value of journeys as support-structures for narratives of becoming and 

change. Even stories that are primarily action-centric can, many times, be succinctly summarized 

by listing key character transformations. Consider Gladiator, an Oscar-winning film from 2000. 

The main villain of that piece, Emperor Commodus, summarizes the whole plot with three potent 

transformations. The 3rd transformation is implicit, for the gladiator Maximus has ultimately 

transformed himself into a potential leader of Rome itself. 



 



 



Successful Incongruity is initially jarring – shocking even – yet ultimately resolvable 



Incongruity is meaningfully created from imperfect blends, of characters or scenarios 







From caring husband & teacher to ruthless drug-baron: 
Walter White is an unknowable, unstable blend of categories 

Kafka presents his driving transformation as a fait accompli in 

the first line of his story, while in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, characters 

are transformed by gods into trees or animals with magical 

immediacy. Most narrative transformations occur gradually, however, 

with a story charting the course of a character’s development from a 

start-state S to target-state T. The television drama Breaking Bad is 

an exemplary model of the slow-burn transformation.  
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 The gradual 
unfolding of a 

character is the 
running of an 

unstable  
blend 

 

which reveal 
themselves in the 

course of a  
story 

 

An interesting 
character has 

multiple  
     facets 
 



 

 To understand  
how people & things 
change over time, 

we need a rich 
property-level & 
behaviour-level 
model of world 

concepts. 
 

For we want to 
deconstruct & pull 
our concepts apart, 
to reassemble them 

in new ways that 
create interesting 

contrasts. 
 

P1 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 P6 

P8 
P7 

P9 



Linguistic constructs 
like the simile frame 
“as ADJ as a NOUN” 
allow us to harvest 

knowledge of stereo-
typical properties 

from the Web.  
 These are from 

the Google n-grams. 



Quick … 
Alert the 
media! 



A stereotypical concept is more than just a bag of salient features. 

To appreciate the degree to which the features of a stereotype relate to 
each other, we look to how they are reinforce each other in a simile with 

multiple grounds, like “as hot and humid as a jungle”. 

In general, similes with the double-ground form X is “as P1 and P2 as a Y” 

attest to the relationship between P1 and P2. The more often that P1 and 

P2 support each other in an attested simile, the more likely that one will 

evoke the other in a descriptive context. 

 

What? 
Hey! 



Double-anchored  query to acquire associations   “ as * and * as ” 

So learn how Stereotypical Properties Suggest and Imply Together 

 
 hot spicy humid fiery dry sultry … 

hot - - -  3 5  3 9  6  3 4  1 1  …  

spicy 7 5  - - -  0  1 5  1  1  …  

humid 1 8  0  - - -  0  1   0  …  

fiery 6  0  0  - - -  0  0  …  

dry 6  0  0  0  - - -  0  …  

sultry 1 1  1  0  2  0  - - -  …  

… …  …  …  …  …  …  …  

Adjacency matrix of mutually-reinforcing properties acquired from WWW

 



Any given property 
(e.g cunning) will be 
highly connected to 
related properties 

Veale & Li  (2012) 



Obviously negative 
words in     Obviously positive 

words in        



For 99.6% of 

positive exemplars 

(1309 of 1314), 

pos(x) > neg(x) 

 pos(X)  = 
 

|N+(X)| 

|N+(X)  N-(X)| 

 



|N-(X)| 

|N+(X)  N-(X)| 

 

 neg(X) = 
 

For 98.1% of 

negative exemplars 

(1359 of 1385), 

neg(x) > pos(x) 











 
We can use  

metaphors to 
understand how 

affective qualities 
align and change, 

so one concept can 
virtually become  

another.  
 

 
Creative 

metaphors are  
commodities 

that computers 
can generate at 
Web Scale via  

CC Web  
Services! 

 



Metaphor Magnet 
suggests metaphors 
on demand for given 
topics or topic pairs. 
It finds conventional 

metaphors in 
corpora and 

elaborates them via 
rich stereotypes. 





These feelings and 
associations can be 

bundled into a complex 
form such as a poem. 



We can use the  
Google Web n-grams  

to appreciate which 
concepts are best 

imagined as the start 
state of a character arc, 

and which are better 
suited to being the end 

state of a transformation.  



The goal is to produce a 
character arc that is 

plausible yet interesting  
– that is, jarring for the 

right reasons (loss of 
wealth, gain in skill, 

rapid increase in power) 
and not for the wrong 

ones (decreasing in age, 
changing in gender, etc.) 



businessman 

millionaire 
tech geek 

pauper 

IN 

FLUX FLUX 



{                } 

 
 

 
 
 
 

   Property-level transformations: 
 

dashingdrab   happymiserable   richpoor richskint
 ostentatiousunpretentious     pamperedpoor

 privilegeddestitute    privilegedpoor       richbroke
 richdesperate richdestitute      richmiserable  

 spoiledpoor    wealthybroke    wealthydestitute
 wealthypoor 

 So what if a 
millionaire … 

 

 … became a 
pauper? 

 

A Lexical Database of Antonyms (e.g. WordNet) allows us to align 
the contrasting properties of two stereotypical representations. 



Millionaire maddened by mansions, walks into workhouses 

Millionaire rejects richness, hungers for hopelessness 

Millionaire goes from being apparently dashing to increasingly drab 

Millionaire's fake happiness masked true hardship 

Millionaire goes from living in mansions  
to living in shacks and slums 

Millionaire goes from living in ornate and luxurious mansions  
to living in wretched and Spartan slums 

Millionaire goes from living in magnificent and swanky mansions  
to living in miserable and wretched slums 

Millionaire goes from ostentatious to unpretentious 

Millionaire's private pampering masked by outer poverty 

Millionaire's artificial privilege masked genuine deprivation 

Millionaire's public wealth masked pervasive poverty 

Millionaire's false wealth masked genuine deprivation 

     “Story pitch” Summarization via Automated Headlines  



Nun chucks chastity, wallows in wickedness 

Nun nagged by nunneries, bounds into brothels 

Nun chucks crucifixes, loves latex 

Nun forsakes fidelity, veers toward vices 

Nun hates habits, goes gaga for garters 

Nun moans about mother superiors, poached by pimps 

Nun skips out of spectacles, crazy for corsets 

Nun vocal about veils, flies into fishnets 

Nun vents about virginity, wallows in wickedness 

Nun whines about wimples, grabs garters 

Nun goes from being managed by abbesses and mother-  

superiors to being controlled by pimps 

Nun goes from carrying rosary beads to carrying infections 

 Nun's forced chastity cannot hide wild hedonism 

Nun's forced chastity cannot hide free grime 

Nun's imposed faith masked secret disloyalty 

Nun's public morality masked inward sin 

Nun goes from practicing chastity and fidelity to vices 

Nun's public respect masked private immorality 

Nun goes from living in cloisters and convents to brothels and bawdy houses 

 

I’m no angel, 
but I’m a 
devil for 

alliteration. 



A twitterbot using 
the Metaphor 

Magnet Web-service 
to tweet a new hard-

boiled metaphor 
every hour! 

Does this pair below remind you of 
Richard Dawkins? Or is it just me? 



Causal chaining allows 
a system to blend the 

norms of two concepts 
with differing affect 
profiles to achieve a 

jarring – even profound 
– union. Do employers 
become our censors? 

  
 
 

 
 
 

OK, there is a great deal of sophistry here. All of the 
why’s and how’s have been taken out and a skeletal 

causal structure remains. It’s for you as a reader to add 
flesh to the skeletons to reach your own conclusions. 

  
 



What actions must a 
character perform to 

realize a transformation? 
Categories have entry 

actions and exit actions: 
the former bring you into 
a category, the latter take 

you out of a category. 
  

 
 

 
 
 

We have to line  
up these actions  

in the right  
order to obtain a 
plausible fabula. 

 
 



I enjoy engineering conflict 
and pointing out areas where 

conflict might arise. That’s 
what a story-teller does: 

create and resolve conflict! 
 
 



You want metaphors? I got yer metaphors. 
Deep metaphors. Shallow metaphors. Shiny 
metaphors. It’s like I’m giving them away! 

Lovely Jubbly metaphors and the like at 
http://Afflatus.UCD.ie 
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